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The theory of monotone operators, originally founded by Minty and Browder 
in 17, S] and [I] respectively was used by many authors to get the existence 
of weak solutions for the Dirichlet problem of nonlinear elliptic equations 
of variational type. First only bounded operators from the Sobolev space 
E’?*“(Q) into its dual (LV~P(Q))* had been considered for instance in [Z] 
and [6], they admit at most polynomial growth for the nonlinear terms. 
Later on it was shown, that for coercive operators of the form &f(u) + B(z), 
while AT(u) being of monotone type no restriction of the growth is necessary 
for the operator B(u) of lower order, often called strongly nonlinear. cf. e.g. [3]. 
But some further conditions are to be satisfied, one of them called e-condition 
by Webb in [lo]. For second order elliptic equation Hess showed in [4] that 
for B(u) = ~(24) only a positivity condition is needed. 
On the other hand Simader in [9] and the author in [5] get existence of 
weak solutions in bcyP(Q), even for operators with strongly nonlinear highest 
order terms. In [5] it was shown that for an in (lYr,*(Q)) coercive operator 
A(u) = =&[+ (-1)‘“’ DQQ, D”(u))) no growth-condition is necessary, if 
L&(x, .): Rs,m + R are the partial derivatives of a strict convex function F(x, -). 
For A~(ZA) + B(zl) Webb was able in [IO] to weaken the e-condition. There 
he asks the question, whether B(u) can also be combined with the strongly 
nonlinear operator A(u). 
In Theorem 1 of this paper we show that this is possible, even if F is only 
convex instead of strict convex. Then A(u) has to satisfy a suitable coercive 
condition. 
To do this we prove that a weak limit of a sequence of Galerkin solutions 
(z+)~=~ is a weak solution, only by arguments of analysis and linear functional 
analysis. 
* During the preparation of this note the author was a member of Sonderforschungs- 
bereich 72 an der Universitit Bonn. 
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Although we can no longer conclude that the derivatives of order m of zdk 
converge almost everywhere, since F may not be strict convex, we are able 
to prove, that L&(X, (Ad”)) converges almost everywhere for all ) 01 j < m, 
using some properties of convex functions. 
A bounded operator M(U): H7z”(Q) -+ ( ?V~Yp(J2))* satisfying a strict monoto- 
nicity condition in the highest order terms may be added to A(u) $- B(U), 
as we show in Theorem 2. 
0. DEFINITION OF WEAK SOLUTION, NOTATIONS 
We consider the Dirichlet problem for an elliptic equation of order 2m 
A(u)+B(zl) =finQCRP 
(*) ID@(u) = 0 in Z2 for 1 01 j < m - 1 
A(U) and B(u) are the operators 
B(u) := c (-1)lPl Da(B&, D@(U))) 
[b-l@-1 
there D”(U) is the s,-tupel of partial derivatives LP := ~~I/((&,~I *.. (a+y~) 
up to the order K. 
For elements U, D of the Sobolev space TVF3’(Q) and f E (14~~3a(Q))* let 
(A(u), zl) := c J A&, D”(u)) Dyv) dx 
Id@ sz 
(B(u), v) := c 1 &(x, D”-(u)) DB(a) dx 
p3lqb-1 Q 
whenever the integrals on the right hand side do exist, and (f, V) := f(n). 
For 1 <f < co, we call u,, E EVT3’(Q) aweaksolutionof(*)forf~(~~~~(Q))*, 
iff 
(i) kl,(x, D”(u,)), J&(x, P-l(7.4,)) 6 P(Q) for all 1 01 1 < m, 1 p 1 < m - 1, 
(ii) for all z, E Cam(Q) 
(-q%), v> + w%>? 4 = (f, v>- 
Further we use the following notations: & and ~a are the components of 
$$EiPm and 17 E Pm-1 respectively, standing for the partial derivatives Da 
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and Da; 5 = (11, c) with < E Wm-~+l. e(m) E lwSz and $a) E @a denotes those 
variables, which actually occur in J&(x, [) and E&(x, 7) respectively. 
“L” and “-” mean the strong respectively weak convergence in Banach 
spaces. 
1, THE EXISTENCE THEOREM FOR A(u) -I- B(u) 
First we state our assumptions for A(U). These are (cf. also [5] p. 25f): 
(A,) (i) L&(X, 6) satisfies the Caratheodory condition, that is A,(x, [) is 
measurable in x for all 6 and continuous in 8 for almost all X. 
(ii) For every c > 0 there is a ‘S(c) > 0, such that ( L&(x, ((*))I < g(c) 
for all tf-1 E W= with 1 t(a) ) < c. 
(iii) There is a K,, > 0, such that for all E E IRS 
(As) There is a function y(r): W -+ R+ with lim,,, y(r) = 0 and Kl > 0, 
such that a.e. 
(Aa) For almost all x: E !2 there is a convex functionF(r, a): K+ -+ R such that: 
(i) F(x, 6) satisfies the Caratheodory condition 
(ii) (a/&QP(x, 0 = A&(x, E) for all LJ E WY 
(A4) There is a R, > 0, such that 
c A,(% 73 6) . 5, 3 I 5 In for all 5 E lRSm-sm-l, ] 5 / > R, . 
[iy(=wl 
Our assumptions for B(U) are the same as in [IO], cf. also [3]. 
(B,) (i) Be(x, 11) satisfies the Caratheodory condition 
(ii) There is p E: !S(&?) and S(c) > 0 as in (A,) such that j I&(x, #a)jl < 
p(z) . S(c) for all $a) with ! #a) j ,( c. 
(iii) #(x, q) := &,4m-1 E$(x, q) ~a >, 0 for all 7 e W-1. 
(B,) There is a function 71: iR+ +- Rf, with Em,,, I = 0 and Kl > 0 such 
that 
505/33/I-4 
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(BJ (r-condition with E = 1) For all 21, 7’ E 5@-1 
Remarks. 
1. In [lo] (B, , ii) does not occur but we cannot see why I;Tr C rr in the 
notation of [IO] without such an assumption. 
2. The condition (A,, ii) j /&(a, [(“))i ,( ‘S(c) can be removed by 
I -%(% P)l < p(x) . %(c>, p(x) E P(fq as in (B, , ii), if we know that A&(x, 0) E 
P’(9) or joF(x, D’“,(u)) dx > I< for all u E C,z(Q), with K > -co. This we 
need for sszF(x, W(UJ) dx to have a lower bound, cf. Hilfsatz 3 in [5]. 
3. We use the coercitivity condition (AJ instead of Definition 1.3 in [5]: 
(A(u,), 21,) . (11 u [l,,z,,)-l + co if jJ u, (l,n,p --j cc, for u, E Csm(Q), in order to 
get rid of the strict convexity of F; as usual 
For this we need A,(x, 7, [) --j +co, if 1 5 1 ---f co for one a: with 1 01 / = m. 
Naturally (A.J implies both, since Q is bounded and cjl u([,~,~ < 
(C~ari=m j’s, I WV dWP < II u Ilm,p with c > 0 by Poincare’s inequality. 
4. For the stronger version of (A,): &Grn Aa(x, 5) 6, > ] e jr’, we know 
that (Aa) implies (A,)? see Hilfssatz 1 in [5]. 
Our first result now is with the above assumptions: 
THEOREM 1. Let S2 C W’ be bounded with boundary smooth enough for the 
Sobolev imbedditig theorems to hold. 
If  A(u) satisjes (A,)-(A,) and B(u) (B1)-(BJ, then (c) has a weak sol&m 
for every f  E (w;qQ))*. 
We want to show that a weak limit function 2c0 of a sequence of Galerkin 
solutions ~~~}~=r is -a weak solution of (+). Thus we first choose as in [5] a 
sequence {z+),?~t C C,a(.Q), such that for every v  E C,a(Q) there ist a sub- 
sequence {nJ,“=1 of &lj]j”=l which converges to n in the norm of C~z($2). 
A function u, of I’, := span{z+ ,..., w,} is then called a Gale&in solution 
of (*) in VP1 , if 
To prove the theorem we need some lemmas for the sequence {~~},~=i and 
properties of a convex function, partly already proven in [S]. 
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2. LEMMAS 
z&h constatzts KS > 0 and K4 > 0 not depending on ?a. 
Roof. For (1) and (2) the proof is the same as in Hilfssatz 2 of [5]. (3) is 
then a consequence of (A, , iii) and (B, , iii), if we take for 2: in (1) ti, E V, . 
LEMMA 2. We call select a subsequence of (zJ~}~~~ which zoe denote {u~),“=~ also 
having thefollowing properties: 
There is an uO E W:*‘(Q) such that 
24, - u. in W:‘“(Q) 
Da(un) + D*(zc,) in 5?(a) for j p j < nz - 1 
(D*(u,))(x) --f (Da(uo))(x> a.e., 1 j3 ) < m - 1. 
Let @(uJ := lD,F(., D”(u,~)) dx, then 
pa% CqzLJ -= KS with -cx3<K,<tm. (5) 
Proof. (4) is a consequence of the boundedness of /I u.,, /lln,i3 in the Sobolev 
space IJV~~‘(~Q). 
As in Hilfssatz 3 of [5] we see that @(Us) is bounded thus for a subsequence 
(5) holds. 
LEMhrA 3. r ,s,d”-l X3,(., IF-l(u,)) . D*(u,) E f!‘(Q), further 012 for a subse- 
quence of {uJ& of Lemma 2, we have for j /3 ( < m - 1 
B*(., IP-l(q)) + B*(,, zP-yzIo)) in q2). 
Prcwf, Since B, satisfies the Caratheodory condition, we know by (4) that 
23*(x, (D~~-l(~n>)(~)) . (Da(un(x)) + l&(x, (D’)~-l(u,))(x)) * (D*(u~))(x)> a-e. in 8. 
BY (3) and (b , iii) we may use Faton’s lemma, therefore 
c I?*(., B~-yzl,)) . IY+@) E !i?qa). 
/ c 1 <.m-1 
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.E$(-, Dm-l(~,)) + B,(., D-~(Q)) in P(Q), since on account of (BJ and (3) 
we may apply Vitali’s convergence theorem (see e.g. [3] p. 277 or [5] p. 31). 
One step in the proof of Theorem 1 is to show that lim sup(A(~,), Us - z&) < 0 
implies .4,(x, (D7~(tilz))(x)) ---f A&(X, (P(u,))(x)) a.e., here (Us}& is a sub- 
sequence of {zL,J~=~ and C, is a certain convex combination of elements of 
{2cn)~=i . For this we need some properties of a continuously differentiable 
convex function F: 52” ---f R: 
(I?,) If there exists a t E (0, 1) for 5, [C R”, such that tF(t) + (1 - t)F([) = 
p(F(tf + (1 - t)[), then this equality holds for all t E [0, I].- Thus there is a line G 
in LW+l with G(tf + (1 - t)f) = F(tt + (1 - t)[) for all t E [0, 11. 
(Fs) For every $ E LP there is one and only one hyperplane Hi in @+I, which 
is tangential toFin [, defined by Hi(.) Ws + R H#) = hl({)(tl - 11) + ..* + 
la,(&<s - $J + ha([) with 5 = (5, ,..., f,). For Hi we have 
(i) h,(l) = ((a/P&)F)([), i = l,..., s 
(ii) 4i8 = F(5’) 
(iii) Hg(t) < F(f) for all f E W 
(iv) Hi([) = F(c). 
On the other hand if there exist for a continuously differentiableF a hyperplane 
Hz such that for [(iii) and (iv) hold, then also (ii) and (i) is valid. 
As a first consequence we get 
LEMMA 4. Let F: W -+ [fB be a continuously dzffkrentiable, convex function, 
suchthatfor[,[ERSandatE(O,l) 
tF(f) + (1 - t)F(g) = F(t[ + (1 - t)[), then for all 
f E 9x := {tf + (1 - t)f 1 t E [O, 1]} 
(&F) (5) = (-&-F) . ([) for all i = I,..., S. 
Proof. Since F(t) is continuously differentiable and convex, there is one 
and only one hyperplane Hi for which (i)-(iv) is valid. For 4 em we know 
by (F,), that there exist a line G such that G(t) = F(t). SinceF is continuously 
differentiable G C Hz as two sets in Rsfl, which means that Hz(t) = F(t) 
for all 6 E YJI. But Hi(f) <F(t) f or all f E W, therefore Hg = HE for all k E ‘91. 
Thus hi([) = hi(t) for all 6 E YJI and i = l,..., s, which proves the lemma. 
With the following Lemma we are able to get rid of the strict convexity of F. 
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(l&F) (&) 3 (&F) (g> for all a = I,..., s. 
Proof. First we prove, that (&~, is bounded in 5%“: Supposing that this 
is wrong, we may choose a subsequence which we denote ([j]& also such that 
1 ti I--+ co. We define 
cpj(t) is convex in t and $i(t) = $pi(t) - &&t) > 0 for t > 0 since 4t9 is 
nondecreasing in t. 
Therefore &i(t) is nondecre~jng in t for t 2 0. Thus we can eon&de, 
that &(t) < luj for j > j,(t), since t < / S, - [$I forj 2 j,(t). 
We may assume that (& - &.)/(I & - & 1) + & E R” with & = (0, 5,) since 
(i& - $j) - 0. 
By the continuity of F and ‘Pj -+ 0 we get 
Since 5, f  0 this is a contradiction to our assumption that at Least one 
derivative of F is unbo~ded, if / 5 1 
Now let {[$>T=, 
---f CC. Therefore (&~2~1 is bounded. 
b e a convergent subsequence of {$dzI r {? -+ [. Since F 
is continuously differentiable ((~~~~~)~)(~j~ -+ ((C?IZ&)F)([) for i = I...., s and 
pq%> -I- +qfj = F(# + $9). By L emma 4 (Z/a&) F(6) = (~Y/ia&) F(k). 
But this is true for every accumulation point of the bounded sequence 
~({~~~~~jFj(~jj~~~=~ , thus the lemma is proven. 
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3. PROOF OF THEOREM I 
We know already by Lemma 3 that for a subsequence of Gale&in solutions 
G4J.L 
in P(Q) for [ /3 / < ~lt - 1. (6) 
If  we are able to show for a further subsequence {z~~>~=~ 
in P(Q) for 1 011 < m (7) 
then we have for ‘I E ri, C I;Tfi+l C ... 
(f> 2’) = (4&J, 4 f (%A 4 = (A@,). 4 + (B(uJ, 7’). 
For ZI E C,,-(Q) we select therefore a subsequence {~l~,},~=~ , v)n E V, with v, -+ D 
in the norm of c” and get 
which proves the theorem. 
Thus we have to show that (7) is valid. 
Since @(21,) E Coa(Q), we get by (6) the existence of 
&(W”)> %> = WOO)> %A wilth u, = u, if 1, = n. 
But we do not know, whether (B(u,), 24,) is bounded as in [lo] or in [5] 5 4, 
thus we have to treat the following two cases separately 
and 
-co < lim inf(B(u,), u,) < 0 (8) 
0 < lim inf(B(u,), 2~~) < a. (9) 
First case: 
We may assume for a subsequence {un}~~~ that 
lim sup(B(zc,), zlJ < 0. (10) 
Now let {Q.>& be a sequence, which decreases monotonicly to zero. For eR 
we choose ,u(k) E N, such that for all n > p(k) 1 KS - @(zc,)l < E:, and 
(B(u,), tin) < 0 and determine numbers n,(k) > z,,(k - 1) and mnk > 0 with 
c2:;k, wnk = 1 in such a manner, that for cc :== Cz$& uJ,‘~u,, , we have 
Ii Gil. - fLo Ilal,n d ct . 
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This is possible since u,,, 2 u,, cf. [II] p. 120. On account of (10) we find a 
~zr(k) > E,,(K) and n,(k) > n,(k - 1) such that for all n, pE(k) < rz < es(k) and 
v  > n,@j 
w4, 4 d ? 
and therefore 
(B(%), %) e 0 for ail v  > ?zr(k). 
Defining uR := ZI,, trC) we get a subsequence (uk)& of {z~&r . 
Now we select simultaneously out of {z+&~ , (Gk}& and {~~):=r subsequences, 
such that these have the following properties: 
uk - u. in We,‘, Dy(+) - LP(u,) in !+LP(Q) for ] a [ < 82 
DE(+) + P(u,J in QD(Q) and (DU(z~J)(x) -+ (K)U(zc,))(x)) 
a.e.for]cl] <m-l. 
/ @(un) - K, 1 < cc; for all 7z > p(k), / @(uJ - K5 / < q.. 
D”(z&) + LP(u,) in L?p(Q) and (EJ”(z&)(x)) + (P(u,)j(xj. 
a.e. for ] DI ] < nz 
G; E ~fn,!k) c I/‘,,(,) 
(-Q(u& n) + (B(u& V) = (f, V) for all z: E Vnlu.j especially 
for n = uR - z& . 
and 
Therefore we get with (B, , iii) 
As in Hilfssatz 4 respectively 5 in [5] it is proven now, that 
and then that 
iF(x, (P(UH)j(X)) 
+ $F(x, (Dnz(iik))(x)) -F (x, (D'" ( ": "' )) (x)) + 0 a.e. (14) 
Thus by (8) and (&) me are able to use Lemma 5, to see that A,(x, (D7*(~k))(x)) -+ 
A,(x, (P(u,)}(a)) a.e. . 
On account of (Aa) and (3) we may apply Vitali’s convergence theorem 
to get A,(., D~(u~~)) + A,(., P(z~s)) in !$(-Q) cf. [5] p. 3 1. Since {z+J& is a 
subsequence of (z~,~~~=r the theorem is proven in the first case. 
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Second case: 
By lim inf(B(Q u,) > 0, (B,) and (3) there is a constant C such that: 
We may assume for a subsequence that 
lim(lim(B(UV), 24,)) = lii-n(B(zc,), UJ = K6 if u, = u, , if ~=n. n-tm Pam 
For a decreasing sequence {~~}z=r with limit zero, we choose p(k) in this case 
such that 
I(44 u,) - KS I< ok and for n > p(k). 
Now let us determine again numbers am > n,(k - 1) and W; > 0 with 
cz:,, co; = 1 such that 112, - zl, (/l?z,P - Q, if 2, = CzT:k, w$, , and 
n,(k) > %(k), n,(k) > n,(k - 1) such that 
The last is possible since ii, is a finite combination of elements of (uJ~=r with 
fz z EL@)- 
We define again zck = u,+,) and get for simultaneously chosen subsequences 
of {z~~}F=r , {z&&r and {~~};=r the properties: 
In an analogous manner (11) is valid. 
I(B(uo), 4 - K, I G EB 3 I(&), %J < K, I - 29 . 
(15) 
(16) 
Thus we get: 
(4Uk)l2c, - Uk> 
= (f, Uk - zc”k) + Wk), Ck - Uk,) 
= (f, uk - nk) + (+k), ck) - (&& %) + (B(u,), uk) - @@k), uk) 
d (ft ux: - &) + (+,) - B(",), uk) + jEk. 
Since lim sup(B(zc,) - B(z+J, uk) < 0 as it has been shown in [lo] p. 7, we have 
lim sup(A(zcJ, uk - i&J < 0, (17) 
from which the theorem follows as in the first case. 
In order to get rid somewhat of the condition, that the highest order terms 
are the partial derivatives of a convex function, we show that a bounded operator 
f~~~~~ from ~~~~~~~~ into its dual, with a strict monoto~icit~7 condition may be 
added similar as in f5] 5 4. But we cannot apply the proof of Satz 3 of [5j, since 
(17) does not imply any Ionger that (P(+))(s) -+ (D(u~))(x) a.~. . 
Thus we have to use the strict monotonicity condition (IV&f to get 
MT,{-, D’Jyzt&)) - it&( I) zP(uo)) in .2@(Q). Theorem 2 follows then as in $ 2 
with (6) and (7). 
THEOREM 2. Let Q C W be as in Theorem I. g A(zJ) sah$es fA,)-(A,) 
W W-@J -d W4 (~I~(~I~), tf Zen or eeefy f E (~~~~~~))* there et&t f 
a weuk solution zs, E Wr3D(Q) of the ~~~~~~~e~ problem A(a) + .M@) + B(u) = f. 
auk. Since we do not assume that M(g) is coercive as in [lo], we need 
(MI , ii) to make sure that by (B, , ii), (R/r, , ii) and (A*) .&(a) -+- ~~~~ + B@) 
is coercive. Then the sequence @Jzxl of Calerkin solutions is bounded. 
Proof of Theorem 2. By the above assumptions Lemma 1, 2 and 3 hold 
in an analogous manner. ~~s~~~ishi~~ the two cases 
Em inf~~~~~~~, adJ < 0 and 
lim inf(B(z+J, u,) 2 0, 
we get in either case for the sequences fzs&& and (G&=~ lirnsu~~~~~~~~ 
ii& - Q) < 0 as before. 
Since we have already proven in [S] p. 34 that for such sequences 
lim inf~~~~~z~~~, S& - GA) 2 0, 
it is 
Applying Wilfssatz 4 and 5 of [5] we get. (13) and (14) and then by Lemma S 
(rlm(*, LquJ) -+ A,(-, IPi in F(Q). WI 
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From this Theorem 2 follows as Theorem 1, if we are able to show that 
for a further subsequence A&(., D”(Q)) - A&(., D”(u,)) in 5!“‘(Q). 
To do this we note that (A(u,J, zck - Q > @(z+J - @(&), since F is convex. 
Therefore by (IB), (13) and 
(M(u,), Uk - 27,) = -(A(u,), Uk - I&.) + (B(z&), I, - Uk) + (f, up - i-i,), 
it is 
li~i(M(U,), Uk - a,> = 0. 
By (M,) and (11) we get 
Here Don)(~) denotes the partial derivatives of order m only. 
The last equality is true, since A&(., D7’X-1(~k), D(‘“J(zd,)) --f ,%&.(o, D”(u,)) in 
gP’(B), which easy to be seen by (M,), (11) and Vitali’s convergence theorem. 
Therefore 
lim 
k+m 
* (DqzQ.) - Dyu,)) dx = 0. 
Since the integrand is 20 for almost all x E Q it converges in P(Q) to zero. 
Thus we can conclude for subsequences of (u~}~=~ and {S,)& , that 
,& [Aa(x, (D”-‘(uk))(x), (D’~yz&.))(x)) - Af&-, (D-l(uk))(~*), (D(T%))(.4)1 
- [(D(z*~))(“z”) - (D”(u,))(x)] + 0 a.e. in 9. 
But on account of Lemma 5 and (14) we know that (P(u~))(x) is bounded 
in Wm. By the Caratheodory-condition we get for any accumulation point 
((D”“(uo))(x), r&) E R”.m of ((D”(zlJ)(x)>~~‘=l : 
,& [fiC,(% (0”-‘(%))(4, 50) - K(% (0”‘-~‘(%>)(4, (~‘Y%WNl 
* [(5cJm - P(qJ)(.v)l = 0. 
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By (BJ 5, = (IP)(u,))(x), therefore (D”(z~~~))(N) --> (P(u,))(m) a.e. for all 
/ OL / < HZ and ACr,(x, (P(qJ)(x)) + M&x, (P(u,))(x)) a.e., since further 
A&(-, D”‘(z+J) is bounded in P’(Q) 
A&(., D’“(u,)) - M(., Dqf,)) in f!~‘(Qn>, 
which proves the theorem. 
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